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Job evaluation in its broadest sense is concerned with the
determination of an appropriate base salary and wage rates for
specific combinations of duties that are called "jobs" or "positions"
in business organizations* In this context, >dienever two or more
paid individuals are enq^loyed by any organization, job evaluation
of some kind implicitly takes place. The en?)lcyer tries to recog¬
nize, in terms of relative rates and payment, differences among the
conqparative values of contributions to organizational goals made by
the jobs among which the total efforts of the enterprise are divided.
So job evaluation is believed to be as old as King Solomon.
A thousand years before Christ, King Solomon undertook the
construction of a large ten5)le for which he needed a big labor
force. According to his knowledge and ability, he evaluated the job
and divided his labor force into a number of classes ~ laborers,
mechanics, supervisors, etc. He fixed the wage for each class of
worker, obviously for comparison of their jobs. One can readily
understand that at that time there was no basis for fixing the wage
and that the king himself was the sole jtidge. Ihere was nobody ^o




As time passed, the workers became more conscious of their actual
worth, and it became evident to both management and labor that an
equitable and satisfactozy method of establishing wage and salazy must
be found —> method that was at the same time equitable to both the
workers and the eirqployer. The present condition in industry has
made the old "rule of thumb" method —• of King Solomon's own intuition
-- inadequate. Bie increasing knowledge on the part of labor regard¬
ing job differentials and going wages in the other indxistries and the
burden placed on management by the government has put a premium on a
dependable plan of basic rates structure.
Importance of Job Evaluation
The problem of distributing the payroll equitably has been
the long outstanding problem for management. Etrqployees are concerned
not only with the absolute amount of their pay checks, but also with
the relation of their pay to the pay of their fellow employees. At
the same time, employers too are concerned with botjz the above problems
as well as the turnover cost of labor to the organization. In order
to achieve better relationships between groups and to meet their
demands, there must be some method for determining the relative worth
of jobs, and its eqviivalent wage policy must be found. Relative
•hforth" or equity of jobs or positions, howsoever different they may
be from one another, thus is a matter of common concern of the wozicers
and employees, on the one hand, and the enployers on the other hand.
In our time, vh&t is even more important here is not just the manage¬
ment's own concern for what it does but also how well it is understood.
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More than anywhere else, justice Is no justice unless it also con¬
vinces the victim or the beneficiaries of it. A sound and system¬
atic approach to the problem, which permits Jobs to be classified
according to their relative difficulty and responsibility, is the
only procedure. Job evaluation, despite certain inherent weadcness-
es, is the best method known today for establishing a classification
which provides a sound basis for determining those highly in^jortant
wage and salary differentials.
Statement of the Problem.
The twentieth century, often called the age of science, has wit¬
nessed great scientific and technological advancements. Such ad¬
vancements have not been limited to laboratory and scientific exper¬
imentation alone. But the vast areas of labor management relations
is no exception to the rule. Indeed, some of the greater experi¬
mentations of this age of science are the relatively new and contro¬
versial tools developed in the wake of scientific management headed
by F. W. Taylor. Of these, the philosophy, the methods and techniques
of Job evaluation must be considered as one of the earliest and basic
ones.
The concept of Job evaluation has meant many things to many
men. For some, it has arisen out of necessity in this scientific
age and holds the key to the solution of many labor management dis¬
putes. For others. Job evaluation is symbolic of an approach which
classified men as machines, removing the "human" element from in¬
dustry. Because of the different views on the concept of Job evalua-
k
tlon, there has developed a controversy between labor and management.
Such controversy is not due to any basic differences of goals as
both parties, in a sense, are committed to the ooimnon goal of
workers' satisfaction, maximum productivity, and equity in payments.
Rather, the problem arises from a lack of proper understanding and
communication of the concept of job evaluation in the process of
application in practice.
Scope of the Study
A much needed managerial tool, job evaluation, therefore,
bristles with difficulties in practice, if only because of getting
consensus of all those concerned with and/or affected by the job
evaluation methods and procedures in specific cases.
What then is the full sweep of job evaluation in business?
What are Ihe methods of such evaluation that have been developed over
the years. What are their limitations? How do they conqpare with
one another? How have the labor interests reacted to the development
of job evaluation in American industry? On the proper delineation
of these Issues would develop the understanding of this managerial
techniques. In this sttidy, an attempt will be made to deal with
these questicsis and set the perspective for and better understanding
of job evaluation as a managerial tool.
It is "necessary to mention that efforts win be mdde to present
two case studies of how job evaluation works in practice. One will
present the working of the job evaluation technique, and the other
will present toe union reaction to a job evaluation method in opera-
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tlon In a given situation* The author is of the view that 8in;)le
as it Isy Inqplementatlon of Job evaluation is perhaps one of the
most difficult managerial undertakings —• this is because no two
managerial groups, let alone the workers, may in practice agree on
the criteria on which to coo^are different Jobs, and/or rate them on
the basis of these criteria* It is hoped that the case studies will
throw light on the difficulties of implementing a technique that is
so simple and obvious as Job evaluation.
The author of this study is concerned about Job evaluation
plans due to its increasing inportance to his native country ~ India.
India is fast developing — within the last ten years, she has made
tremendous progress in the field of industrial development. If we
look at the eastern part of India, there are big factories such as
Hind Motors, Tata Iron and Steel Company, and the Hindustan Aluminum
Company (established in coUoboration with Kaiser Aluminum Corpora¬
tion of the U.S.A.)* In the south of the country, we find an auto¬
mobile plant — Premier Automobile, and the largest cycle manufactur¬
ing plant under one roof — Hind Cycle, Ltd*, at Bombay* Most of
these industries developed in the last ten or fifteen years are due
to the emphasis of the five-year plans. V&th such fast industrial¬
ization, a major facet of the problems idiich these industries will
have to face with regards to the workers will obviously revolve around
equity in the salary and wage administration of the upcoming industries.
It is in this perspective that the writer came to develop interest
in the philosophy, technique and Implementation of Job evaluation in
business. The author decided to undertake the study as a process
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of detailed self-education in an area that might stand him in good
stead on his return home*
This stud7 is designed on the available literature and publica¬
tions on Job evaluation, including current periodicals and studies
made by authoritative professional associations* The author has
included his own knowledge and experience gained while working in
India as well as in London, England, and in the United States*
Histoiy of Job Evaluation
Prior to World War I
Historically speaking, the United States Civil Service Com-
mlssirai, in I87I, made one of the first attempts at job evaluation*
However, it was nearly forty years later that the modem concept of
job evaluation was formulated* This commission again drafted a plan
for government employees in 1909* Coming to the developments in
the business world, one may turn to realize that job evaluation had
its origin in time and motion studies which were first developed by
Frederick W* Taylor in 1881, at the Midvale Steel Company* Taylor's
analysis of jobs consisted primarily of a sequential listing of the
steps needed for production of a single unit and the time necessary
to perform each step; his purpose in making the study was manifestly
to determine a standard time for production* Taylor's chief concern
was with wage incentives, but it was not recognized until the early
1930's* At about the same time, 1911, Taylor's publication. Shop
Management brought focus on management attention to the standardization
of job duties. Clearly, through all the analysis and standardiza-
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tlon of jobs, similarities and differences of jobs had to be taken
notice of. In short, some conscious job evaluation was Involved
if only to set up differing standard times and Incenthre rates for
different jobs.
In 1^9-10, the Commonwealth Edition Company of Chicago
developed a job evaluation program for an industrial situation, under
the direction of E. 0. Grlfflnhagen. Printed schedules of jobs were
prepared, covering all types of positions up to a cez*taln maximum In
wages and salaries. Ihe Pennsylvania Railroad established a clerical
position classification plan prior to 1920. The Philadelphia Elec¬
tric Company, the Federal Reserve Bank of ^ew York, and several other
large companies In other fields e:!qperimented with and, in some cases,
implemented similar practices during the 1920's. In the majority
of these situations, clerical workers and their salary rates were the
chief targets for the earlier "systematlzers."
Historically more or less confined to limited types of jobs,
largely clerical, job evaluation has come a long way since the pioneer¬
ing work of Lott and Benge In the mid-1920's. Today, Its application
to manual and clerical jobs Is so widespread as to be common place.
And although carelessness or poor maintenance still causes some plans
to fall. It Is generally agreed that job evaluation has an^ly proved
itself at this level
l''A Flexible ^proach to Management Job Evaluation, ” Personnel
(May-June, I960), p.36.
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Post World War I
The postwar years saw new developments and their large scale
extension elsewhere• Job evaluation for the determination of equit¬
able rates of pay began to receive attention during the period of
wartime^ as it was iiq>erative to solve the personnel problems gener¬
ated by the chaotic conditions of the productive system engendered
by the war. In 1921*, MerriJlR. Lott introduced one of the present
day methods of formal Job evaluation (see Figure l). His plan in¬
corporated analysis of fattors of work situations ~ seme that were
unnecessary, others that were unrelated, but somehow or other, needed
for meeting future needs
The social, economic and political climate of the middle and
late 1930's including encouragement by the federal government of col¬
lective bargaining and the growth of labor unions, forced a majority
of the larger con5>anies to seek a satisfactorily defensible method
of justifying individual job or position rate differentials and the
salary and wage scales that placed money values on those differentials.
A formalized approach to and company-wide application of the job
evaluation was called for. Moreover, as time passed, the various
jobs became more specialized and industilallzed. This was the main
result of many new machines which came to perform the various opera¬
tions in the best possible way.
As specialization developed, the need to compare and contrast
R. Lott, Wage Scales and Job Evaluation (New Yorks
Ronald Press Co., 192o), p.52.
FIGURE 1
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Number ofnen employed in an occupation in
the locality ~ the labor supply.
PossiblUty of an en^loyee locating with
another company with a similar earning
capacity.
Prevailing rate of pay in locality.
* The grouping under general ch^acteristics of the fifteen
characteristics proposed by Kerrlll R. Lott, showing segregation
of those considered tinnecessary*
Sources John A. Patton and C. L. Littlefield, Job Evaluations




jobs -- of job evaluation ~ became all the more xurgent* At the
same time, labor unions developed and they were pressing hard to
remove wage inequalities. The Fair Labor Standard Act, which set
minimum wage systems for certain specific groups, was passed in
1938. Under this Act, it was essential for management to differ¬
entiate between executive and other groups for determining who was
eligible for overtime pay. This could only be achieved when the
jobs were classified according to their function.
World War II
The popularity of job evaluation swelled during World War H.
A more systematic classification of jobs became imperative under
the Labor Board's jurisdiction.
All wages (compensation on hourly, daily, piecework of
conqparable basis) are subject to the jurisdiction of the
War Labor Board. Certain wage increases may be granted
by en^loyers without WLB approval. The most important of
these are individual Increases pursuant to an established or
approved wage agreement orxate schedule.^
Due to the introduction of new productive methods and partly
as a means of justifying wage increases, the Wage and Salary Stabi¬
lization Law was passed in 19k2, Executive Order 92^0 of this
Law states in part that: "The National War Labor Board shall not ap¬
prove any increase in the wage rate prevailing on September 15» 19h2,
unless such increase is necessary to correct maladjustments or in¬
equalities or to aid in the effective prosecution of the war."
The organization having an approved wage agreement was permitted
^Editorial Staff of Prentice-Hall, Sala^ Freezing and How It
Works (Copyright by Prentice-Hall, Inc., 191x3)•
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to put up a proposed plan for the approval of the War Board.
Many companies took advantage of this new ruling of the War Labor
Board and adopted job evaluation plans for their con5)anies.
Further legislation which pushed the development of job evalua¬
tion programs was the Defensd Production Act of 19^0. This Act also
contained provisions similar to the War Labor Relations Boardj it
stated that seniority and merit increases should be allowed on the
basis of an approved plan. The result of these two wage stabiliza¬
tion plans was that several companies started using job evaluation
plans.
Apart from the institutional forces at work, it is ab\mdant-
ly clear that rising wages have been the main stinmlant for job
evaluation. But if we look farther, job evaluation will be useful
in periods of declining wages, too, as the problem of maintaining
a fair and equitable relationship in pay for different jobs would
continue to be just as important. When both management and labor
have already accepted job evaluation, the problems attendant to
downward rate adjustment should cease.
A recent survey has disclosed that job evaluation is well en¬
trenched and the conclusion may be drawn that it will be a continu¬
ing factor in the development of better employee relations. The
survey quotes one respondent, the manager of the labor relations
section of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., as saying that "no company with
a modem industrial relations program can afford to be without job
evaluation. It represents one of the most important assets to
management and labor that has been developed in the past ten
12.
years."^
Properly applied, job evaluation has resulted, in many instances,
in reduction of grievances, simplified wage negotiations between union
and management and elimination of misunderstandings through classi¬
fication of the line of authority.
Present Status of Job Evaluation
In the life span of men still living, job evaluation has grown
very quickly, and particularly during the last thirty years. liJith
the present trend in wages, costs and profit margin, it is gaining
more and more importance.
A survey made by the National Industrial Conference Board
in 19U8, covering S,U98 con^aaies, showed that about 59 percent of
them had job evaluation applied to nearly all hourly paid jobs.
More than half of these companies applied job evaluation to salaried
jobs. In 1953-51i» the Dartnell Corporation of Chicago s\iiveyed 96
coBQ^anies regarding their use of job evaluation. All but eight of
the conqpanies had installed their plans on the different methods
since i9U8.
Another series cf surveys was conducted between 1950 and 195U
to detexmiine the current usage of job evaluation as well as the
practice and procedure followed in establishing job evaluation plans.^
^Job Evaluation Methods and Procedures (The Dartnell Corporation,
Report 531j Chicago, 19h6^, p.l.
2
The surveys were conducted by W. R. I^riegel and £. Lanham
through the University of Texas, Bureau of Business Research, Austin,
Texas.
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Incpiirles were sent to 1,265 organizations, and of these, 322 had
formal plana already installed, while $6k firms denoted a definite
lack of plana to install. There was a total of 550 companies which
were looking toward job evaluation for help in their wage and salary
problems. There were 112 con5)anie3 who had infoimal wage and
salary plans, while the remaining 30 had had job evaluation plans
but they had been discontinued for some reason or other. This means
that out of 1,265 companies, only 559 had job evaluation plans
In i960, yet another survey was conducted by John A. Patton
among 502 companies throughout the nation. The survey revealed
that about two thirds of the employees were covered by some kind of
job evaluation. Among these conq)anies, U3.2 percent believed that
their programs of job evaluation were "highly successful," ii7.U
percent believed that their essperiences with job evaluation were
"rather successful" and the remaining 9.0 percent believed that their
job evaluation programs were "mildly successful." More significant¬
ly, only 0.6 percent believed that their job evaluatim programs
p
were ^msuccessful.
However, all these studies do not necessarily mean that job
evaluation plans are universAlly acceptable. Numerous cotnpmiies
who fail to appreciate the advantage of job evaluation do not wish
^E. Lanham, Job Evaluation (New Yoiics McGraw-Hill Book
Conqpany, Inc., 1935)* p»li»
2John A. Patton, "Job Evaluation Survey," (Mimeographed, George
Fry & Association: Chicago, I960), and Business Week, October 29,
i960, p.75« The survey shows employers are happy with t heir job
evaluation programs.
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to disturb their own well-established and organized plans. Second,
sometimes the unions are not willing to accept ;3ob evaluation because
they feel that this will cut their bargaining power. They also
feel strongly about the matter of re-evaluation of jobs and subsequent
downgrading of employees as a result of technological changes.
To sum up this brief historical review: Inherent in any intel¬
ligent employment and wage €utid salary administrationj initially ex¬
plicitly formulated for the federal government clerical sez^cesj
developed in the American business system with the beginning of
the scientific management headed by Taylorj from the early decade
of the century, the need for eqviity in salary and wage administrationj
the growth of the trade unions; changing cost and prices; the govern¬
mental en^loyment of equity in wage rate structture of the con^anies
dealing with it; the managerial concern for productivity; and the
need to compare many unrelated and specialized jobs in business in
order to utilize "labor dollars" intelligently ~ all these have
made for the development of the job evaluation methods and their
present day widespread application in the business world.
A Few Viewpoints
Before proceeding to an explanation of the basis of job
evaluation procedure, it is well to conclude the chapter with a few
authoritative opinions on job evaluation generally.
Sumner D. Charm summarizes them as follows:
Job evaluation is a technical approach but it is also a
human technique whose result is fair wages. The second
featxare of job evaluation is that it proisHdes a truthful
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and legitimate ejqplanation of each wage so that the worker
may judge its fairness.^
One of the most comprehensive viewpoints on the alms and
objectives of job evaluation in industry is that given by the Nation¬
al Association of Manufacturers. Of the varied In^lications of job
evaluation in industry, the following have been made by the Associa¬
tion:
A. Sound Wage Structure
(1) provides a fair and equitable basis for wage payments
(2) provides a uniform method for allotting new jobs into
their proper position in the wage scale
(3) permits establishment for proper job differentials, and
(1:) locates interplant wage inequities iriiich need
correction.
B. Higher Production
(l; identifies job classifications, thus assisting in
locating best possible candidates in hiring and promoting
(2) aids in placing new employees on jobs which they are
eqiiipped to handle(3). clarifies line of authority and aresponsibllity thus
avoiding misunderstanding and confusion, and
ik) reduces labor turnover by providing equal pay for
equal work and reducing wage rate grievances.
C. Better Employee Relations
(1) provides a waige system which caui be readily and ob¬
jectively expladned
(2) reduces suspicion of favoritism or discrimination and
thus lessens grievances (and may ease wage negotiations
(3) provides a wage system which can be supported by
management
(1:) gives employees confidence in soundness of compaiy
policies
(5) evidences company's interest in employees, and
(6) proves useful in handling questions of ability vs.
seniority.
^STimner D. Charm, Wage Policy for Management (New York:
Funk & Wagnalla Co., 19U9)» p. 25.
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D. Improved Supervision
^1) frees the supervisor from mat]gr wage grievances and
problems of wage administration
(2) permits objective handling of upgrading and downgrading,
and
(3) gives supervisor a picture of what is e:q>ected of each
employee.l
If these viewpoints are any pointer. Job evaluation is of
vital in^jort for the American Business l^stem.
^"Fundamentals of Job Evaluation and Analysis," National
Association of Manufactures, Information Bulletin, No.25 (May, 1957),
pp.2-3.
CHAPTER II
DEFINITtONS, OBJECTIVES AND NEEDS FOR JOB
EVALUATION
Before proceeding it is necessary to take up a few general
features of jcto evaluation in the industry. What exactly is a job?
Vlhat is meant by job analysis? Why is analysis a prerequisite to
job evaluation? Vlhat exactly does job evaluation mean and idiat are
its nature and scope? Ihere is also the question of the need, aims
and objectives of job evaluation.
In this chapter the author will take up these questions in
the order presented.
Firstly, what is a job? Jobs are positions idiich differ
materially from one another with respect to their major tasks. To
give an illustration, the job of a carpenter's helper naturally
differs in some material aspects from that of a carpenter. In
another case, the duties assigned to a resident doctor naturally
differ in some degree from the duties of a consulting doctor. In
these cases, the material differences may be very tenuous or diffi¬
cult to make, and as such personal opinion may enter into making
out these differences in a formal way. Accordingly, many times
unions prefer a job definition that permits the inclusion of a large
number of positions, because this makes the clause of seniority most




Vttiat, then, is a "job" or "position?" According to one
author:
Job is a group of positions which are identical with
respect to their major or significant tasks. Therefore, a
job may be considered as a group of positions which are
sufficiently alike to jxistify their being covered by a siigle
analysis. Despite this, the analyst should always treat a
job as being performed a single woricer even though his
analysis is a composite of several positions.^
t
While the business world and industry e:!^rts have tried to
define a job as precisely as possible, the American Management Assoc¬
iation issued the caution that "job" is not an ejq>ression for scienti¬
fic purpose and coTild be ambiguous in meaning and content. Accord¬
ing to the Association, a job means a specific assignment to an
individual that makes up only a small part of the sum total of his
work, or on the other hand, it may mean a very large project calling
for the collection of a considerable force of men.^
Job Analysis
Howsoever a job may be defined, no evaluation thereof is pos¬
sible without proper analysis of the same. This is where job evalua-
tiai becomes the next step in the job evaluation procedure. Job
analysis has been defined by many authorities. One of the better
known definitions of the term reads as follows:
^H. B. Maynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 19^6), p.72.
^American Management Assoriatlon, A Handbook of Business
Administration (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1931), p.1137*
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Job analysis is defined as the process of determining by
observation and study and repozi;ing pertinent information
relating to the nature of a specific Job. It is the deter>
mination of the tasks which con^rise the Job and of the skills,
knowledge, abilities and responsibilities required of the
worker for successful performance and which differentiate
the Job from all others.^
Another definition given by the U.S. Department of Labor,
Industrial Job Evaluation System ist "Job analysis is the process of
studying the operations, duties, and organizational relationships of
the Jobs, to obtain data for writing Job descriptions and Job speci-
fications."^
In discussing the meaning of Job analysis, Lytle points out
that some confusion has existed in the past because industrial engin¬
eers engaged in motion and time studies called their time study men
"Job analysts." In addition, earlier definitions of the term implied
that it was associated with industrial engineering. The National
Perscsuiel Association in 1922 defined Job analysis as "...that
process which results in establishing the conponent elements of a
Job and ascertaining the human qualifications necessary, for its
■a
successful performance."'^
Clearly, the task here is one of elaboration of how a Job or
task is being performed. The objective, in other words, is a kind
of process analysis or a diagnostic approach such that it would lead
^U.S. Enployment Service, Occupational Analysis and Industrial
Sources Division, Tiralhing and Reference Manual for Job Analysis,
Jvuie, IPUht ppl’‘2.
^U.S. Department of Labor, Industrial Job Evaluation System.
National Personnel Association, Job Analysis, 1922, quoting
E. Lanham, op.cit., pJ.2U*
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to clear definition of job elements.
Job analysis today takes a "slow motion" picture of a job,
reports what ciirrently exists in a job and does not include the establish¬
ing of the job elements. In view of this, the term job analysis
tends to be come a personnel rather than an engineering term.
As already indicated, we study job analysis because it is one
of the most important steps in installing a job evaluation program,
since this procedure supp3d.es the facts upon which the evaluation of
a job is made. However, if the facts upon which the job is evalua¬
ted are in error or are incomplete, all the effort, time and money
spent in other phases of installation will be dissipated. Accurate
evaluation or measurement of jobs can be achieved only if it is based
on accurate and complete job facts. Accurate job facts, combined
with the other procedures, provide the only basis for a sound and
dependable job evaluation plan.
Job BSvaluation
Once the different jobs have been sorted in terms of their
elements, the stage is set for job evaluation per se. Job evaluation
is the complete operation of determining the traits of individtial
jobs in an organization and establishing their interrelationship in
terms of their respective traits or elements. It thus begins with
the job analysis to obtain job descriptions and includes relating
the description by some system designed to determine the relative
value of the jobs or grouping of jobs. It also involves the pricing
of these values by establishing minimum and maximum salaries of each
21
group of job, based on their relative value. The operation of job
evaluation ends with the final checking of the resulting salary
system.
A simple definition of job evaluation is the systematic plan
or technique for the establishment of the relative order or worth
of jobs as they exist within a plant or company.
Another definition says that job evaluation is a systematic
method of appraising the worth of each job in illation to other jobs
in the organization. Job evaluation rates the 'jobs, not the men
and women who perform the jobs, which is the task of the performance
appraisal. The process of job evaluation starts with the determine*
tion and recording of information about all of the jobs and positions
to be covered, as such information is related to the appraisal of
the difficiilty and importance of such positions. Basic to all job
evaluation is a general agreement on the accuracy of the job analysis.
Job evaluation is bften confused with time and motion study.
Many people use these two words indiscriminately, but in fact these
two terms are different in their purposes and content. In time and
motion study, the time and method of performing various parts of a
job examined. Time and motion study means studying the various
bodily motions, tries to improvetthe performance of the job by the
elimination of certain unnecessary motions, and establishing standard
time for each job. But in job evaluation, a job analysis studies
the jobs as they are — describes skills, responsibilities, working
conditions, etc., and congjares the job with other jobs to determine
its relative worth. As their purposes differ, their methods and
22
information on which to work will also differ*
Pvurposes and Need for Job Evaluation
Mankind through the ages has always felt the Inherent need
for justice and fairness In all human endeavors* Right from Plato's
concept of justice, which was to give each man his just due, to the
demand of conteroporary society for equality of opportunity regard¬
less of race, creed or color, human beings have felt a basic moti¬
vating force to dispel inequities In society* Ihis f\mdamental
need is not alien to the problem of wage determination In modem
industry*
Man is sensitive to equality and fair play not only in
connection with civil rights but perhaps even more so in the area of
economic conpensaticsi for his work*
One of the great pitfalls to the successful planning of any
type of wage determination program is the lack of proper objectives,
whence the inequity that may creep into the employment practice*
It is here that the job evaluation fits in providing an analysis
of the pTupose and objective of a salary and wage administration.
Ihis is so because: "The puzpose of job evaluation is to eliminate
internal rate inequalities through the determination of relative
content of jobs and the establishment of rate-structures so as to
bring about some order in wage rates other than haphazard assignment."^
When we talk about needs of job evaluation in the modem
^Charles W* Brennan, Wage Administration Plans, Practices and
Principles (rev.ed., Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1963)*
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management to establish fair wage systems, it is important to under¬
stand that equitable wage distribution provides a fair basis for ob¬
taining harmonious employer-employee relationships*^ To foster
a successful system so that man is given his Just wage, it is first
necessary to consider how much the Job is worth before considering
the employee's contribution. The concepts of fairness, equity and
relationship between wages constitute the heart of the Job evaluation.
In reality, there are many examples of wage inequities* A specific
case can be fo\md in Human Relations in Industry.^ where, in a large
concern, aggressive executives asked for and received larger raises
for their secretaries than did the less aggressive men. The dis¬
crepancy in the pay of the secretaries is one of the small examples
of coiq)arable work not receiving comparable wages, when there is no
Job evaluation plan adqpted by the management* Although Job evalua¬
tion soundly developed and applied provides a needed objective basis,
it is only an aid and not the full answer to the problem of wage deter¬
mination.
Another very basic need for Job evaluation is to prevent the
wage structure of an organiaation from being subject to pressures
and demands.^ If the Job hierarchy that has previously been set up
^Charles W. Lytle, Job Evaluation Methods (New York* The Honald
Press, 191^9), p.l»
B. Gardner and David G. Moore, Human Relations in Industry,
3rd. ed. (Homewood, Illinoisj Richard D. Irwin Inc., 195k)» pp*lb5-86«
^Sumner D. Charm, Wage Policy for Management (Funk & Wagnalls
Co., in association with M^em Industry Magazine, New York, 19ii9),
p.25.
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and accepted by the workers is disrupted at the bargaining table fcr
the sake of concessions, the workers are the first to complain of the
inequalities* These inequalities will cause eir^loyee dissatisfaction
which will inevitably lower the morale and productivity and also
cause many personnel problems.^
Perhaps the greatest overall need that is answered by Job evalu¬
ation is the improvement of industrial relations.
The state of these relations is a measure of the workers'
satisfaction with their Jobs.«..Bedause with Job evaluation
defensive wage rates can be arrived at on logical basis,
union and management have a factual, rather than in arbitrary
basis for collective bargaining which should aid in elimina¬
ting constant renegotiation of wage rates.2
Thus we conclude that the basic need that men have to dispel
inequities in wage determination is foimd within the scope of Job
evaluation*
Objectives of Job Evaluation
Every human being has some objective in his life, in the same
way that every organization generally has several objectives >hlch
it hopes to accomplish through the adoption of a Job evaluation
plan. Although there are many by-products of Job evaluation, the
puzpose of Job evaluation installation is to work towards a solution
of many wage and salary administrative problems which confront those
responsible for this aspect of business and industrial activity.
^Brennan, op.cit., p.6l.
2patton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.l3*
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As the writer has mentioned earlier, there are two main
lources of dissatisfaction among labor* the individual worker's
*age level and the relationship of his income to those of others,
nie latter seems to be the primary concern of Job evaliiation. It
snables management to measure and appraise the relative worth of all
jobs within a plant by some inqpersonal yardstick in order to maintain
i balance conqpensation structure that can be defined on a.Structures
jasis. The fciUowing are the most in^jortant objectives of job
evaluation:
1. To establish a sound wage differential between jobs and
to provide definite, systematic, and factual data for
determining worth of jobs within those of neighboring
con5)anie3 — hence with the average level of the locality.
2. To discover a method or plan for elimination of wage in¬
equities and to provide a basis for equity in wage and
salary administration within the company.
3. To create a method or job classification so that manage¬
ment and imion officials may deal with maj or and funda¬
mental wage issues during negotiations and grievance
meetings•
U. To install an effective means of wage control.
5* To create sound principles and impartial techniques which
enable the supervisory staff to be more nearly objective
in their handling of rates.
6. To clarify functions, authority, and responsibility which,
in turn, aids work simplification and elimination of dupli¬
cate operations.
7. To collect the job facts which help in the following:
(a) selection of employees
(b) determination of the qualities necessary for a job
when making promotions.
(c) determine if men now working on various jobs have
the qualifications required by the specification.
(d) to establish better relations between union and
management
(f) to promote prevention of accidents.
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Lastly, we conclude by saying that Job evaluation does a com¬
plete study of Jobs in arriving at a wage structure which is absolute¬
ly free from personal bias of management and other disruptive forces.
Being as objective as the technique permits, the plan always helps
the management in winning the confidence of the workers. That is
why in modem scientific management Job evaluation is known as the
best method of improving union-management relations. If a worker
is paid equal to his worth, absolutely and relatively, most of the
wage and salary administration problems will be solved automatically,
and as such the management must take recourse to Job evaluation,
however inqperfectly it may work in practice or specific situations.
CHAPTER III
METHODS OF JOB EVALUATION
Various classifications have been used to describe job
evaluation techniques. Basically there are four generally accepted
methods of job evaluation — of evaluating the relative worth of
jobs, as follows:
!• Ranking Method
2. Classification or Grading Method
3» Point Method
U* Factor-comparison Method.
Accordingly, when any organization thinks of job evaluation,
it must consider which method is the best method to fit the needs
and nature of the job. In the words of D. VT. Ween, "it is necessary
that the plan of job evaluation (In practi<^ be so simple and so
readily understood that an employee, after giving proper instruction,
can evaluate his own job."l
It is necessary, therefore, at this stage to describe briefly
the nature and philosophy of each of the different methods, and also
emphasize their differentiating features. Besides it is known that
every method has certain advantages and disadvantages and some organ¬




needs of their individual organizations. Before we proceed to
discuss these methods in detail it is well to point out more speci¬
fically what considerations should determine the selection of these
methods in practice.
In the view of the ejqperts in the field, and as the author feels
on the subject, the following points should be considered in choosing
the method of job evaluation in any organization:
1. The system should provide for a thorough study of all the
the jobs to be evaluated.
2. The system should be one which supervisors and en^loyees
can understand and are willing to accept.
3. The system adopted should be one uhich will produce as hi^
a degree of accuracy as possible in determining the
relative worth of the job.
U. The system should fit the specific needs of the organiza¬
tion.
5. The system should be relatively easy to install and maintain.
Let us now turn to an e:qplauiation of what these four methods
of job evaluation are, how they have been developed and how they differ
from one another.
Ranking Method
As the word "rank " in^jlies, some kind of arrangements of jobs,
some hierarclqr in order of their difficulty, responsibilities and
other criteria are involved. In other words, jobs are classified
into ranks from the most important to the least in^ortant order,
or vice versa. In view of the nature of the criteria that have
to be used, the subjectivity of the evaluator is likely to enter into
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the process. Accordingly, the "ranking" will, in practice, be done
by a committee. Each member of the job evaluation committee
independently would rank the various cards on which all jobs are
written. The ranks assigned by the different members of the com¬
mittee would then be compared, revised and averaged to determine the
final rank of each job. One thing characteristic of this method is
that individual jobs are never broken down into their con^jonent
parts, but each is considered as a whole and each job is compared
against other jobs in order to determine its relative rank position.
This method is usually referred to as the "departmental order
of importance" method, as it is a general practice to have department
heads and supervisors arrange the jobs in their departments in order
of importance. IMs is because such people also would have enough
practical insight of the different jobs in their own departments.
It is no wonder that according to the Informational Manual on Indust¬
rial Job Evaluation Systems.^ the ranking system is classified as a
nonquantitative method of listing jobs in order of difficulty. Ac¬
cording to the manual, this system is also sometimes referred to
as the "card-soirting" system because it arranges jobs ft’om high to
low as in a deck of playing cards.
TSie ranking method of job evaluation is also sometimes referred
to as the "order-of-merit""" method. As this system conpares jobs
^Informational Manual on Industrial Job Evaluation Systems, War
Manpower Commission, quoting Otis & Leukart. Job Evaluation{ A Basis
for Sound Wage Administration, 2nd ed., 195U> p.69.
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as indivisible entities, this method is very simple, ine^qjensive
to install and less detail work is required than with the other
methods. It is very easy to use and to understand. Its siii?)licity,
however, is no guarantee of its accuracy, so one has to be cautious
before using it.
Uhile the ranking may be done well by the departmental head or
committee, what of the ranking of jobs on an organizational basis?
Clearly it is difficult to find a person who is so familiar with all
the jobs of all the departments in the organization that he is able
to rank the jobs properly and accurately according to worth. It is
very difficult, therefore, to find enough raters with stifficient know¬
ledge of all the jobs and it becomes even more complex tdien the
number of jobs increases. Another fault of this method is that it
creates confusion in the mind of the rater because of similar job
titles.
In ranking jobs the most common procedure is to select two key
jobs of extreme difference in nature and then rank the jobs in each
department between them. Some companies have a prepared list of
the nature of the jobs when making a ranking in order of in?)ortance.
The procedure followed by Socony-Vacuum Oil Company in ranking
their jobs is as follows:
1. Difficulty of work




5* Supervision of others
6. Knowledge, training, experience necessary
7. Conditions under which work is done.
After going through the above listed points, ranking is then reviewed
by the superintendent or foreman of the department concerned and re¬
visions are made in the light of discussions of high-low rankings.^
In the opinion of the writer, it is most important when evalua¬
ting Jobs by this method that proper Job descriptions and proper Job
classifications are made before the rater ranks the Job, otherwise
this method is of little use.
Classification or Grading Method
The next nonquantitative method of Job evaluation is the grading
method. This method consists of a series of predetermined descrip¬
tions of Job grades, ranking from single, easily learned work to the
most coiq)lex operations* Some people often call this method the
"grade description" method. In practice, such grades are established
in advance by a conmittee conqposed of persons who have a clear picture
of all the Jobs in the organization. One of the clearest statements
about this method is found in the work of the Committee on Position-
Classification and Fay Plans in the Public Service. To quote the
Committee s
Reduced to its simplest terms, classification of positions,
means the process of finding out, by obtaining the facts and
analyzing them, idiat different kinds or "classes" of positions,
^Lytle, op.cit., p.38.
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calling for different grades, there are in the service; it
further includes making a systematic record of the classes
found to be of each class. The duties and responsibilities
of the positions are the basis upon which classes are deter¬
mined and the individual positions assigned or allocated to
their appropriate classes.^
Under the grade method jobs are usually classified into three
main categories ~ skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled. When these
three grades are properly defined in terms of the job and its duties
and responsibilities the job analyst can place the jobs in their
respective grades without too much difficulty. Pioneering industrial
organizations such as Westinghouse-Electric Corporation, first made
use or this method in grading salaried jobs. Another approach was
made by the U.S. Civil Service, where the method was known as "Posi¬
tion Classification." The Classification Act of 19li9, as amended,
established eighteen grades of difficulty, responsibility, and quali¬
fication required in a General SchediiLe, which now covers most of
the civil jobs in the federal service.
As we have seed .in the previoxis chapter, the main objective cf
job evaluation is to establish labor grades or position classifica¬
tion, which make sense for employees as well as for employers. Many
organizations have established rough job classes on which they have
attempted to set descriptive limits. A rough classification of
this kind is the beginning of a grading method of evaluation; and it
is generally followed by more refined grade or classification later
on.
^"Position-Classification in the Public Service," Report of the
Civil Service Assembly of the United States and Canada (Chicago, 1SU2),
p.3.
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One of the most important features of this method Is that
it is very simple and easy to understand and execute. At;second
feature is that the resvilts obtained by this method are fairly satis¬
factory in practice. The ma^or disadvantage of this method is that
proper care is required in writing the grade description. Each
grade must be described in fairly genersQ. terms as there is a chance
that jobs belong partly to one class and partly to another. Second,
it is itqpracticable to use this method as the number of jobs increases
and as the jobs become more conqplex. Ihird, since no details of
jobs are taken into account,^ blanket judgment on the jobs may result,
and this, in turn, may produce incoirect classification.
The Point Method
The third and a quantitative method of job evaluation is the
point system. This method enjoys the widest acceptance by modem
management organizations. The point method is sometimes called
the "point rating" plan. As Moore says, "this method of job evalua¬
tion has no well established name and there are countless variations
of it in use. We eah^ call all the variations 'Point' plans and
they will be sufficiently identified."^ In his book, the term
"job rating," "point rating" and "point system" are used interchange¬
ably. Under this method the various jobs are broken up into their
factors and are coitqpared against a definite scale. We can say that
it employs the use of scales to measure certain particular job character-
^Franklin G. Moore, "Statistical Problems of Job Evaluation,"an
address delivered to the American Statistical Association (Januazy,
19U6).
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Istlcs; namely, skill, education, responsibility, working conditions,
etc.
This method was first designed aid developed by Western Electric
Corporation and is now enployed by many leading companies such as
U.S.Steel Corporation, General Electric Company, Ketropolitan Life
Insurance Company, and many small firms as well. Under this method,
point plans have been promoted by many trade associations in this
country and management consulting firms make widespread use of this
method.
The philosophy of the point method is at once simple and
generally acceptable and proceeds on the assun^tion that performance
of any job requires a set of factors or characteristics such as
skill, education, efforts, sense of responsibility and so on. The
objective is therefore to make a depth study of the number of jobs
to be evaluated in order to take a diagnostic view of the various
factors that they require for their performance. In other words,
the different and unalike jobs are con^ared through the common denom¬
inator of a number of factors required in their discharge. As has
been well said "...this method compares the characteristics of a job
with a set of standards or definitions, awarding points to a parti¬
cular occiqpatioa in proportion to the degree of presence of the
requirements and conditions measuring the worth of the job."^
The moment the factors take into consideration- more than one
^Patton & Littlefield, op.cit., p.l3U»
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their relative weights become relevant. Therefore a percentage
distribution of a common denominator has to be built Into the method.
While the different factors used for standards in evaluating
job maj be relevant for the jobs under study, they may not be so in
equal measure in each case. For example a janitor's job requires
education as much as does the job of a clerk. But surely the latter
will require h’better education than the former. In other words,
the degree to which education may be needed in a clerical position
would be higher than in the case of a janitorial position. It is
no wonder, therefore, that in practice the point method uses the
concept of degrees of factors, as will be explained later.
In practical application, the point rating has shown a consider¬
able elaboration of factors with which to compare and adjudge differ¬
ent jobs in an organization. For example, according to the Informa-
tion Manual , the most common of the con5)arable factors which have






6. Responsibility for equipment or process
7. Responsibility for material or product
information Manual, op.cit.
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8. Responsibility for safety of others
9. Responsibility for work of others
10. Working conditions
11. Unavoidable hazards.^
These points have been developed and used by the National Elec¬
trical Manufacturing Association as shown in Table 1. As will be
seen from the table, the main factors have been grouped under the
four main heading, skill, effort, responsibility, and working con¬
ditions. Skill deals mainly with education, experience and initia¬
tive, which means the kind of knowledge and ability one should have
before starting work or which must be devel<^ed while on the job.
Effort covers physical demand and mental demand, which means how
a person will work in any given situation. Third comes responsi*
bility irtiich covers the various obligations carried by the holder of
each job — the "load on his shoulder. Lastly comes job conditions
which include working conditions and hazards — all environmental
conditions that must be endured by the jobholder.
What about the degrees in the table? Degrees are provided to
account accurately for the extent to idilch these factors are present
in different jobs. This extent of requirements of a factor is evalu¬
ated by the number of degrees. For example, for "monotony" in a
job, this might be only three significant levels, but for another
factor such as "experience" eight levels may exist. On the idiole,
however. Table 1 shows only five levels of significant degrees that
are employed in the point rating plan of the National Electrical
^Otis and Leukart, op.cit., p.l08.
TABLE 1
ESTABLISHMENT OF GRADE FROM POINT VALUES
Factor Degree
1st 2nd 3rd Uth 5th
SKILL
1. Education lU 28 U2 56 70
2. Experience 20 ho 60 80 100
3. Initiative 22 hh 66 88 no
EFFORT
U. Physical Demand 8 16 2h 32 Uo
5* ^ntal Demand 8 16 2h 32 1:0
SESPONSIBIUTY
6. Responsibility to equipment 5 10 15 20 25
7. Responsibility for material
or product 5 10 15 20 25
8. Responsibility for work of
others k 8 12 16 V 20
9. Responsibility for safety
of others 2 U 6 8 10
JOB CONDITIONS
10. Working conditions 7 Ih 21 28 35
11. Hazards 5 10 15 20 25
Source: Ibid.^ p.l21.
'lanufacturing Association. A few words in explanation of these
degrees maj be added:
First degree.-- when any operation in the factory is done
automatically or the major duties reqviire attention of long intervals.
Second degree.-— when any operation involves waiting for a




Third degree.—when, any continuous maital and/or vistial attention
is required because the flow of work is repetitive. In other words^
the operation requires constant alertness.
Fourth degree.— when most concentrated mental and visual
attention is required for complex work with close visual attention
for sustained periods.
Fifth degree.— concentrated and exacting mental and visual
attention is required, usually visualizing, planning, and layout
of very involved and complex jobs.
In practically all points systems each factor is divided into
several degrees as shown in Table 1,
In practice three basic approaches for attacking the problem
of point rating are found. Some firms adopt the ready-made plan
of another con^jany and establish their own wage rates. But rarely
does such a plan work well because of variations in policy, working
conditions, and operating methods. Some companies formulate new
plans for themselves by modifying one or more prepared plans of
other companies to fit the working conditions, operating method,
policy, etc. prevailing in their own companies. The success of
such an approach is likely to depend upon the care in which tailor¬
ing efforts are carried out, and upon the range and detgree of the
part taken by company personnel in the overall planning. Some
other companies, generally large companies, develop a completely new
plan for themselves. Such original plans can be tailored to fit
the particular conditions and requirments of those companies only.
Needless to say, such plans may prove to be expensive.
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Under any of the three possible approaches in developing a
point rating plan, these are the basic steps which should be followed:
1. Studying the jobs to be evaluation and determining the
factors or characteristics to be used in measuring the
job worth.
2. Determining the degree of levels needed to measure the
presence of each factor in all jjobs.
3. Defining factors and degrees.
1;. Assigning weights to factors and degrees in proportion to
their relative importance in the particular firm.l
What are the merits and demerits of this system?
This method is less easy to manipulate than the other systems;
xinlike in the other two methods, personal bias has much scope in
this method. Accordingly, it is relatively easy to defend rating
to emplcyees and minimize bias due to titles, personalities and pay
rates. Finally this method makes it very easy to place jobs into
classes as the approach goes to the grass roots aspects of jobs
and their characteristics and weightage.
On the other hand, selection and defining of factors and
degrees is difficult and may be arbitrary, because it requires more
clerical detail. In specific cases, raters may not be trained to
use techniques of this method. Finally, this method is more com¬
plex, and time-consuming than the other two methods.
Factor-Comparison Method
The fourth and the second quantitative method of job evalua-
^Patton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.l36.
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tion is the factor-comparison. This method was originated by
Eugene J, Benge in 1926. It involves the selection of a series of
job factors such as working conditions, amount of responsibility
required, etc. Under this method each key job is rated separately
according to the factors decided upon and a portion of the pay rate
for that job is assigned to each factor. The original name of this
method was "Direct^to-Money Method." In the words of Mr. Benge, "by
outlining a monetary unit, the factor comparison method gets away from
the arbitrarily established and undefined unit like that used in the
point method."^
In the development of this method, Benge defines some
important factors ~ mental effort, skill, physical effort, responsi¬
bility and working conditions. Each factor chosen can thus be one
that is of basic significance for most jobs; it can be broad and
flexible enough to permit adaptation to many different situations
and overlapping of factors can be held to a minimum.
All available key jbbs rare compared with each other, factor
by factor, by ranking the jobs with respect to each factor in order
of their relative iiig>ortance. This procedure is repeated three
times at the interval of about two weeks, the averages of the three
allocations are computed to determine exactly how much money shovtld
be assigned each factor of each job.
The first step in this plan is to identify and evaluate a
set of basic jobs ~ called "key jobs." Generally speaking, the
^Lytle, op.cit.t p.U7.
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following arc the principal requirements of the key jobs in a
given situation:
1. They should be good cross-sections of all jobs in the
office and plant, representing as many departments as possible
2. They should represent all pay levels from high to low within
the scope of the plan;
3. Their present rates of pay must be considered fair relative
to bther jobs within the company and in line with community
rates; and
1;. They must be stable, well-known jobs, the definitions of
which can be easily understood.^
The second step is that each key job must then be carefully
described and rated. In an organization a rating committee would
generally be asked to rate each job under each factor, keeping in
mind that money rates of each job are also Important factors before
the committee makes any decision for evaluating given jobs. If
there is any disagreement between the committee members then supple¬
mentary jobs are added which can make a better comparison with key
jobs under each factor.
IMs system has gained wide acceptance, next to the point
method in this respect. Since every plant must pick out its own key
jobs, these must be tailor-made. It is believed to be more accurate,
more thorovigh and less arbitrary than most other methods of job evalua¬
tion. Secondly, once the procedure is set up, the scale is relative¬
ly easy to use in rating other jobs. Finally, this kind of job-to-
job comparison assures that jobs are compared on comparable points.
Ipatton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.ll6.
The fault of this method is that it is time-consuming and con¬
siderably more clerical detail is required. Secondly, it is diffi¬
cult to make employees understand how management evaluates the work
of their jobs and how the rates are fixed from one factor to another.
Due to this reason, employees are always dissatisfied with their
ranks and the nature of the work in relation to the amount paid for
their work*
Miich of these methods is the best and why? As we know,
each organization has its own policy, objective and circumstances
underihich to function and accordingly they choose the method that
best fits their policy and circumstances. No a priori judgment on
any one method per se is possible. No single method of job evalua¬
tion is superior on all counts. Each has its own supporters.
All that can be said of their status is that the point and factor-
comparison methods are the most commonly accepted by the largest
number of organizations in this country. The reason for this is
that either of the methods can be made to work on an impartial level
with a reasonable degree of success.
Partly arising out of the anxiety to make job evaluation com¬
pletely independent of personal biases of the evaluators, and partly
with a view to streamlining a technique so as to enable it to be
used for evaluating a large number of jobs throughout an organization
— including those that are yet to emerge — personnel management
eaqjerts are constantly trying to innovate new, or improvise the old,
techniques of job evaluation. In concluding the chapter it is
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therefore interesting to refer briefly to the "per Cent method"
of job evalxiation proposed by Dr. Turner of Pennsylvania. Briefly,
and in his own words, the salient feature of this innovation is as
follows:
The per cent method of job evaluation which the present
writer devised several years ago enables a company's committee
of job raters to establish its own factor comparison job
rating scales without referring at any time to the rates of
pay for key jobs or others. This feature of the method
protects it from the disturbances in rating and from the
controversies which frequently arise when rates of pay are
used to establish a job evaluation system. it extends the
use of factor comparison to smaller companies or units in
which fairly paid key jobs are difficult to find or are too
few in number to permit the use of the Benge method. The
per cent method may be used with any numbers or kinds of job
factor that are clearly defined and carefully judged. It
may be simultaneously applied to the evaluation of all kinds
and levels of job in any office and plant in any kind or size
of business and industry. Its involvemsnt of a company's
own jobs alone allows it to be used where the Hay method is
not applicable.
The per cent method displays two novel methodological
features, one of which is its use of "per cent judgments."
In making such judgments the job raters simply decide what
percentage of one job factor another job factor is worth.
This type of judgment has been found to be as easy as any
other factor comparison judgment and to rest on the same
basic thinking processes. Correspondingly, the per cent
method yields essentially the same results as do other
forms of factor comparison where these latter forms can also
be used.
The second innovation found in the per cent method lies in
its use of two types of per cent ratings to produce two pre¬
liminary sets of rating scales, the differences between
which enable the rating committee to cross-check its own
judgments and to arrive quickly at a single set of rating
scales on which it rates all the other jobs by ordinary factor
comparison.^
^VHJ-liam D. Turner, "The Per Cent Method of Job Evaluation,"
Personnel, (June, 19U8), pp.ii78-79.
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A final word of conclusion. VIhatever the method of job
evaluation, and .howsoever scientific it is or may be, it must be
remembered that job evaluation provides a classification system
for jobs but it does not itself tell what the specific wage for a
given job should bej job evaluation is essentially a tool to aid in
making decisions and judgments on a systematic basis. It is not
the final answer; unless job evaluation is accurately and carefully
done, it may be of greater harm than benefit; and once a job evaluation
system is undertaken, it will need to be maintained and kept current
~ the program never ends.
CHAPTER IV
JOB EVALUATION THROUGEH THE EYES OF THE UNIONS
AND MANAGEMENTS
Wage determination is one of the vital problems of management.
It is the starting point of most of the worker-management trovibles.
According to Benge, the employees discontent as to wages has two
aspects:
1. Dissatisfaction with inequities, or with supposed
inequities, among the rates paid, and
2. Individual or group pressure for higher earning power.^
Job evaluation is primarily concerned with the first aspect
of the wage problem. By evaluating the different values of jobs,
it establishes rates for different jobs. It tells us idiat the
actual worth of a job is and how one should be paid for it vis-a-
vis the worth and rates of other jobs. This helps in removing
the wage inequities idiich is one of the problems that usually trouble
management.
After evaluating jobs by any method, i.e., ranking method,
point system, factor-comparison, etc., the next step is that of
applying money values to the jobs according to their worth. No
doubt different systems of job evaluation make it clear as to which
job should be paid lower or hi^er, but they do not tell us what the
^Eugene J. Benge. Job Evaluation and Merit Rating — A Manual
of Procedures (New York: National Foreman's Institution, 19h0), p.3.
worth of the job is in terms of money. Therefore, the results of
job evaluation are to be converted from ranks or grades into money.
There are two accepted approaches to this problem. The first
one is to assign money values on the basis of the current wages of
the company. The second is that of conducting a wage survey of
other con^anies and to find out what rates are being paid for simi¬
lar jobs. In reality one may well find that the latter method is
used along with the first. The first method seems to be an easy
one, but it is believed not to be very dependable. This method
assumes that company rates are adequate although there is some doubt
about their adequacy.
life referred to the development of job evaluation in steel.
And, it is interesting to mention here that the steel companies
often set a wage level which is followed by other industries in the
country. At present, the wage bargains agreed to by the steel and
automobile companies have set a wage pattern which is followed more
or less by the other industries and firms. It is true that some con¬
cerns pay less that the going rates as far as basic rates are con¬
cerned, but have a very liberal program of benefits which raises the
total wages to the worker. So, if only basic ratts are compared,
the position of the company might look better, but in fact, this
might not be the case. Both base rates and financial benefits should
be considered in broadly appreciating the point just made.
Furthermore, it must be remembewd that different companies
have different lengths of working days. If, in one company, an em¬
ployee works for 1^0 hours and in another 35 hours, the con5>arison of
wages without looking at the working hours wotild be undesirable,
as the latter en^loyee is getting the same pay for working less hours.
From the foregoing it would be apparent how job evaluation
and wage determination are interlinked both absolutely and relative¬
ly to different jobs* Job evaluation is the cornerstone of the
wage stinicture in an organization. This raises the question: how
do the unions and managements of the country's industries view the
job evaluation in practice?
Union Attitudes Toward Job Evaluation
The labor statistics of this country show that more than
one fourth of the labor force is well organized. The leading and
dominant issue in union negotiations with management is the wage
issue. Most of the time, unions have an interest only in obtaining
a greater share of the company's income for their members, which is
why management has adopted the general approach of job evaluaticai
as the best means of an equitable pay structure. Union policies
towards job evaluation are seldom well crystallized and the attitudes
of individual unions vary all the way from strong opposition to en¬
thusiastic approval*
Since union experience with job evaluation plans has varied
widely over the years, it is impossible to generalize as to whether
unions are in favor or are opposed to job evaluation* A significant
variation in union attitudes was indicated by a study of thirty inter¬
national unions having a membership of 25,000 or more. Ihe study
revaled that 2? percent opposed formal job evaluation plans, 2h per-
cent accepted the use of such plans but insisted on the right to
review management findingSi 37 percent sought Joint participation
with management) and 12 percent left the decision entirely to local
members.^
In summary, the major unions' attitude toward Job evaluation
has been:
1. complete rejection
2. acceptance with insistence on the right to review
3« acceptance on the basis of full Joint participation
in the installation and administration of the Job evaluation
plan by union and management.2
What are the grounds on which complete rejection is based?
Union opposition to formal Job evaluation plans has many objections,
some factual and some merely a reflection of the misunderstanding
of the Job evaluation concept. The following are the major union
objections towards Job evaluation:
(1) Limits collective bargaining.— The main objection on the
part of the union in accepting Job evaluation is that it limits col¬
lective bargaining. As one author has put the point, thbiobjection
is that it is all too "scientific" a method of wage determination to
be acceptable to the working class who would always show an emotional
attachment for collective bargaining.^ They content that Job evalua-
^Robert M. Noe,"Union Attitudes Towards Job Evaluation"(Un¬
published Master's thesis. North Texas State University, 1956), quoting
Patton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.50.
^William Gomberg, "Union Attitudes Toward Industrial Engineering,"
Personnel (New York, A.M.A., May, 19h8), p.Ul:5»
3Jack Barbsh, The Practice of Unionism (Harper & Brothers*! New
York, 1956), p.l35.
tlon limits wage negotiations to a fixed amount for an Jobsy and
it establishes all the Job rates through some predetennined formula
that usually does not result in the same treatment for all. But
the writer and many others are of the opinion that Job evaluation
is not meant to replace collective bargaining but is intended to
be an additional tool in determining wages. Job evaluation is not
to be regarded as a rigid formula from which the parties cannot
depart. It would then become a hindrance rather than a tool of
wage determination. Although the formulas of Job evaluation are
systematic and intended to reduce the human errors in wage determina¬
tion, they are not scientific and should never claim to be.
(2) The human element.— The second ground is that it overlooks
the human element in the Job situation. The unions say that Jobs
cannot be evaluated without taking into consideration the worker
on the Job. The basis of this conplaint is that the worker makes
the Job, and the rate of their pay should be set to take this into
consideration. The rate determined by Job evaluation does not allow
for such factors as supply and demand in the labor market or their
social status. All of this influences the value of a given Job from
the worker's point of view. As we know, the price of any product
is based somewhat upon the consumers' willingness to pay. Thus it
is pointed out by the unions that Jobs for which workers are in
short supply should reflect this shortage in higher wages.
The factors Just mentioned are now given recognition in some
organization by providing for "red circle" rates, idiich are paid at
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premium levels. But this does not seem sufficient, and if managemsnt
wants to eliminate this union objection, then they have to make moi*e
concessions here.
Finally, many unions object that job evaluation is too much
siibjectivej they argue that job rating involves considerable human
judgment, bias and prejudice, so they try "to creep the plan at
installation point and in the operation of the plan." Some of the
unions are of the opinion that job evaluation offers no better solu¬
tion to the wage determination and equity than wages arrived at by
collective bargaining. Other unions say that job evaluation ig¬
nores ability and seniority of the worker; moreover, it fails to
recognize the principle that job evaluation rates the job, not the
man. Ihe unions further claim that the job evaluation system can¬
not adjust to changes that inevitably occur in jobs and in the market
place, due to technical changes or changes in raw materials or
methods of production.
What of the acceptance with insistence on right of review?
The attitude of some unions is that although they approve the opera¬
tion of job evaluation plans, they reserve the right to review the
findings aid accept the provisions which give satisfaction and reject
that part which does not satisfy them. The right of review approach
offers the advantage of being able to exert considerable influence
on the plan, while assuming very limited responsibility. But on
the other hand, the union is also limited, and may not find itself
in good shape to challenge the management's findings and ratings.
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Basically, some of the doubts raised earlier lurk behind the views
of this group of unions, for which they want the right of review
as a safeguard.
Ti^hat of acceptance on the basis of full Joint participation?
Nowadays, many \inions are playing important roles in the installation
and operation of Job evaluation plans. Unions are of the opinion
they can better protect the workers' interests and moreover that the
workers will cooperate with their own union to make them strong in
solving the problems and to make management understand how much they
are worth for the Job they are doing and are willing to do. They
consider that Job evaluation plans are a most systematic approach,
provided it is well done in practice.
In actual practice the degree of union participation in
Job evaluation plans varies. Following are the four different
levels of participation:
1. The union participation for information only. This is
where the union has no voice in the program, but is allowed
to attend all committee meetings for the purpose of ob¬
taining information.
2. Advisory participation, where the union only advises manage¬
ment of its ideas and viewpoint. This is often referred
to as the "coy" or "show me" approach since the tinion does
not commit itself one way or the other.
3. Joint participation, subject to management veto. This is
where the union actually shares authority and responsibility
with management in the forraulition and administration of the
Job evaluation plan, subject to veto by management.
U* Pure Joint participation, where a Joint committee composed
equally of management and labor administers the Job evaluation
plan. In such a case, union and management representative
$2
works together right from the beginning of the plai
The most advantageous of these four degrees of participation
is pure Joint participation because in many organizations experience
has shown that such plans are more successful than the others* If
we look from the management's point of view, this type of participa¬
tion is desirable because it is most likely to assure xinion interest
and understanding. On the other hand, it also offers to management
a convenient method of informing the en^loyees on the details of the
plan.
VH.lliam Gomberg summarized the advantages of Joint participation
of the vinions in the Job evaluation plan in this way:
1. Since most job evaluation plans are technically defective in
their pre-management bias, the only remedy lies in union-
developed plans that will serve as counter-proposals to
the management plan. For example, in the conversion of
Job hierarchy into a wage scale, the concept of the going
area wage rate is completely rejected. It is insisted
that different weightings of factors be adopted to the
requirements of different departments.
2. Since, in formulating the demands of the union upon the
enqployer, the union finds itself immersed in the conflicting
claims of the various groups as they coii5)ete with one
another for their share of the expected total raise, the
vinion itself may find the need of some common measuring
stick, however limited it may be, which will provide means
of resolving disputes among its own members.
3. Joint participation is preferred because the union finds
itself in a position where it has to confine most of its
arguments within the framework of the management's Job
evaluation structure, since it lacks any other criterion
upon which to base arguments on relative Job content. It
is much better strategy to be "in on" the project from the
beginning and thus lay the basis for the union's position
^Keith Davis, Human Relations in Business (McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 195?)> pp•330-33•
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in terms of irtiat it wants in the job evaluation system.^
The successful example of joint participation is that of
the U.S. Steel and the United Steel Workers Union of America, which
jointly negotiate on the industry-wide job evaluation point plan
now being used to resolve theproblera of wage inequities. How this
came about, and what is the scope of its operation will be discussed
in the next chapter.
Another successful exan5)le of joint participation in the job
evaluation plan is that at work in the Wisconsin Electric Power
Company, The genesis of job evaluation, the manner of its procedure,
and how and in what manner the principle of joint participation
works have been faithfully depicted in Figure 2 and need not be
further commented upon.
The extent to which the union participates is usually up to
management. Iherefore, management has the responsibility to sponsor
joint participation whenever and wherever possible to make the plan
successful.
Unions that Oppose Job Evaluation
In the opinion of the wiriter, perhaps the most adamant union
which opposes job evaluation is the International Association of
Machinists. The research department of this union published a
booklet entitled •^at’s Wrong with Job Evaluation," the introduction
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The very nature of job evaluation provides the employer
with an almost unlimited range of devices which can inqpede
the progress that organized labor has made in sectiring
higher wage, better working conditions for the wage earner.^
The basic objection to job evaluation by this union is its
effect upon collective bargaining, organization and the sociely.
lAM points out that job evaluation freezes the wage structure and
thereby creates an obstacle in solving the wage inequities. Second¬
ly it points out that job evaluation poses a threat to the stability
of the union and provides management with a tool to play one group
of employees against another. Finally, the lAM contends that job
evaluation has a detrimental effect upon the general welfare of
society by curtailing the supply of skilled workers. Such problem
airLses in times of crises ^en a serious shortage of skilled workers
would result.
Management Attitudes Toward Job
Evaluation
While generally accepting the concept of job evaluation,
management's thinking has revolved around the union role in job evalu¬
ation and it is no more crystallized than its policies of job evalua¬
tion.
Many firms take the half way position of being willing to
consult with the union at certain points and to cover basic relation¬
ship in the bargaining agreement. Management always takes into
consideration the general philosophy of the union and its past exper-
^nternational Association of Machinists,
Job Evaluation" (Washington, D.C., 19^h), p.l.
"What's Wrong with
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ience with the union in issues other than wages. Management has
many other responsibilities in the different areas» even though
the employee interest may be the most inqportant. In providing for
different interests, management has a delicate problem of balancing.
If any single interest is either neglected or given undue advantage,
others tend to suffer, so management has to be very careful with
the interest they create in or outside of the work situation.
Particularly in job evaluation, a number t>£ firms seem to
be interested and taking a responsible view of wage and salary
decisions and asking union to carry some of the responsibility also.
A Summing Up
No job evaluation plan is able to operate in a vacuum —
regardless of technical competence of the plan. Important among
these are the management, union, and employees of the company. A
program that meets all the technical standards may fail in its applica¬
tion if such programs are not well understood and accepted; in contrast,
one that is barely adequate from a technical point of view may work
surprisingly well if the workers and the management believe in it and
try to make it work.^
Before a job evaluation plan is actually installed in any organ¬
ization, a considerable amount of explaining and selling has to be
done. In order to secure acceptance, it is not proper just to present
the good points of any particular product or plan. Sumner D. (Dharra,
in his book. Wage Policy for Management, explains that job evaluation
Hatton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.61.
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is not a proved formula so that it can be used like — here is the for¬
mula, now just go ahead and apply it and evcyythiAg will be all right.
Job evaluation and job analysis is a "human'* technique and "humai •*
techniques require a particular type of handling. In a detailed
analysis of the "proper" approach to be used. Charm has divided
the selling campaign into three phasess "that," "when," and "how."^
The most important thing that a company must decide is what
evaluation plan it wants its employees to accept. Once the
management decides this, then the question arises as to when is the
best time to start the plan. According to Charm, the two "best"
times are either when a good relationship exists between union and
the management, or idien a dispute over wage and salaiy has reached
a point at which neither management nor the union is able to agree
upon a system that will satisfy both. As and when the timing has
been decided, then the next step is how to present it so as to obtain
acceptance first by management and then the union and then the employ¬
ees. This is the most difficult part of the selling process.
The decision to introduce or not should be arrived at by the
top management, only after they have full knowledge of all that is
involved. If suppose top management approved the plan then they
will obtain support of the other levels of supervision because it
is necessary to convince the other subordinating staff to understand
the plan as they are the right persons to work and take work from
the worker. After doing all this, it is also important to include
^Charm, ©£.cit., pp.38-39»U5»
employees in the considerations — their own or union's acceptance
of the plan, Harry Daniels has stated:
Gaining eiq)loyee acceptance for a job evaluation plan is
more important to the ultimate success of the program and
more difficult of attainment — than any phase of the
plan itself.^
ViBLth regards to this, experience has shown it is more effective
to win union and employee approval prior to the instaQiation of the
job evaluation program than to wait until some subsequent time. In
most of the time before such plan is introduced, efforts to gain
acceptance fromthe workers or union are primaurily directed by pro¬
viding a thorough understanding through proper communication and
participation. An effective way of presenting such job evaluation
program to the employees and the union is to show them the effects
of the plan upon a group of typical jobs. In some cases, efforts
aare being made for graphic presentations when it is believed that
such method is a better way to create good understanding of the pro¬
blem which is being discussed.
In caises where unions amd employees are not informed about job
evaluation, it is difficult for them to subscribe to job evaluation
findings. It is inportauit, therefore, to make sure that unions
understand job evaluation and its application, Smyth and Murphy
contend that:
As a general rule, union participation in job evaluation has
the advantage that greater understanding and acceptance of
the plan will be achieved thereby. After experiencing the
administration of job evaluation plans with and without
participation of employees and reprisentatlvii* the authors
^Harry Waller Daniels,'^Hfinning Acceptance for the Job Evaluation
PPlan" (American Management Association, July, 1953)» p«30.
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feel that if the plan used is sound and is fairly administered
both labor and management will be. satisfied with it and will
benefit from Joint participation.^
When union and its members participate in a Job evaluation
plan, then there is very little chance of suspicion for the failure
of such plans. It gives the vmion the feeling that the Job evalua^
tion plan is the creation of both union aad management idiich is the
best possible insurance against a future rejection of the plsui by
either one.
^Richard Smyth and J. Murphy, Job Ev^uation and Eit^loyee Rating
(New Yorks McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., 19^^ p.7^, quoting Otis and
Leukart, op.cit., p.5l»
CHAPTER V
JOB EVALUATION IN PRACnCE
It is interesting to present briefly how the issue, job
evaluation emerges in realistic business situations and how the
technique comes to be implemented in practice. In what follows>
an attempt will be made to briefly present the case histories of job
evaluation at the U.S. Steel and Xerox Corporation.
Job Evaluation in U.S.Steel
In 19lil|, at the insistence of the War Labor Board, the U.S.
Steel and the United Steel Workers of America, met and negotiated
a job evaluation system.^ The negotiations were not concluded until
January 13, 19h7» at which time agreement was reached on the classi¬
fication of jobs for the purpose of eliminating intrs^lant wage in¬
equities. This agreement entailed a wage increase of approximately
15 million dollars and 32 million dollars retroactively. For the
first time, a set of standard hourly wage scales was established for
the principal steel making subsidiaries of U.S. Steel, which include
more than forty plants from coast to coast. The agreement between
the union and maiagement mainly dealt with occupational wage inequities
both within and among the plants. The same system is now being ap-
^Robert Tilove, "The Wage Rationalization Program in U.S.
Steel" (Labor Review,(June, 19li7)» p.967.
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plied, Jointly by labor and management by most all of the U.S. Steel
plants and subsidiaries.
Before going further the author would like to point out that
it was nothing new that this kind of situation developed at U.S.
Steel. Wage inequities are apt to be a lively question in any
large plant in which rates "Just grew" in the absence of Job evalua¬
tion and a planned program for orderly wage administration. But
in the steel industry, there were some conditions which combined to
aggravate the program of Job evaluation* (1) Steel Jobs do not easily
fall into neatly repeated patterns of identical occupations, they
elude control, therefore, except by means of a planned system; (2)
constant technological change whether of equipment, material, process,
products, or work assignments, have tended to accTimulate wage-rate
dislocation; (3) the past practice of sometimes accommodating wage
rates to the price or profitability of the particular product had put
different rewards on identical Job content; (U) there were marked
inequalities in bargaining power among eiig5loyees, based in part on
differences in the controllability and bottle-heck character of vari¬
ous operations; and (5) the introduction of a uniform work week had
made more objectionable comparatively low ho\u*ly rates that previous¬
ly coTild be built into larger earnings through a longer work week.
The result of the subtle worting of these forces was lan in¬
defensible system of wages and rates structure — at once inequitable,
Tinfair and difficvilt to understand — so much so that the union and
management both felt the urgency of remedial action. The union had
added urgency to the creation of standard wage structure. On the
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wage inequalities the union had been concerned even earlier than
19Uii> indeed the first contract in 1937 with the xinion provided for
wage inequalities to be adjusted during the life of the agreement
on a mutually satisfactory basis. There was no provision for arbi¬
tration in the event that agreement was not reached. Another
contract, signed in September, 19U2, provided for a joint iinion
management commission to seek agreement for a complete overhauling
of the corporation's internal wage structure.
Wartime conditions helped to aggravate the problem. A high
rate of production, steady employment, and reduction of product
varieties tended to enlarge the imbalance that had crept in between
most hourly and incentive workers. At that time, there was only
one channel \diich could help to avoid such inequities in wages and
that was the National War Labor Board. The board did this by the
directive for overall rate reclassification. One of the demands
of the steel union then was "equal p_ay for similar work throughout
the industry."
The directive order of the National War Labor Board provided
for negotiations between each of the steel coti^janies and the Tinion
for the overall elimination of intraplant wage inequities and stabi¬
lized a rate structure that would remain fixed for the driration of
the basic labor c<aitract. Subsequently, U.S. Steel and the union
reached agreement on all the inequities by direct negotiation.
Agreements with the Union
^];;Le first and formal agreement between U.S. Steel and the Steel
Workers Union of America, was signed on October 23, 19U5, and covered
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(1) the form of job description; (2) theprocedure for joint review
and approval of job descriptions and classifications; (3) the mamiai
for job classification; and (U) principles governing the purposes of
the standard ho\irly rates. The U.S. Steel laid the greatest stress
on joint development and acceptance of a manual for job classifica¬
tion which could be useful in the development of rates for new or
changed jobs.
It is notable that the iinion gave its formal commitment to
the agreed upon manual for job classification in advance of any
agreements on costs, wage curve, or job slottings. The important
thing which is equally significant, however, was t hat in so doing,
the union was not buying a "pig-in-a-poke," because it was forti¬
fied, on its side, by considerable engineering talent thoroughly
familiar with previous evaluation experience in steeel and related
industries. More important is the fact that oommitment to the manual
was proceeded by a long period of discussion in the course of which
there developed a number of tentative understandings.
In the second agreement of April, 191^6, the parties treated
the special problem of classifying repair and maintenance jobs. The
third agreement of May, ,19^+6, provided that the standard hourly rates,
when agreed upon, were to be effective for (a) time workers, to dis¬
place existing rates that were lower, and (b) incentive workers, to
displace ejd-sting minimum guaranties that were lower. The agreement
also provided that existing rates for time workers that were out-of-
line on the high side, "red circle rates," were to be reduced to the
6U
standard rate, except for current incumbents.
In continuation of the May 8, 19U6, agreement, the union and
the U.S. Steel signed another agreement on January 13, 19k7i which
provided for no immediate change in rates out-of-line above the
standard wage scales. This agreement was formulated in such a
fashion, however, as to prepare the way for a new contract that would
(a) in out-of-line hourly rates, actually reduce incumbents or at
least new employees down to the standard ratesj and (b) apply any
general increases to the standard rates and not to the wages of in¬
cumbents in out-of-line jobs. In other words, the out-of-line jobs
were allowed to stay put — but hopefully expected to be taken care
of through time.
Following new agreement that was signed by the U.S. Steel and
the union in April, 191*7* not only was job evaluation more generally
accepted but was also agreed to be based on the manual developed by
the steel companies and the union. The Job evaluation manual has
come to be known as "the co-operative wage study” or as ”the Grant
St. Plan,” in recognition of the services rendered by the inter-company
group of engineers in this connection.
Basically a point evaluation system was adopted. Each factor
degree was converted or scaled down so that they automatically total¬
led up to the numerical designation of the job class to which a parti¬
cular occupation was assigned. The manual rates the job by twelve
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The degrees of each factors are defined not so much in terms of
listing a typical job situation, these are further defined by illustra¬
tive bench-marked jobs.
It is needless to mention that during the course of all the
above agreements, on both sides of the negotiation table, there were
high caliber, high-ranking personnel who had the authority to make
tentative informal commitments. From the outset of such agreement/
program, U.S. Steel sought complete cooperation and participation from
the union. As a result of this program, they developed a manual for
job classification and job evaluation which is now being used throughout
the steel industry in this country.
Both union and management, having agreed to joint participation
in job evaluation, started a training program for stewards and union
representatives. The purpose of this training program was to edu¬
cate the employees and union representatives in the use of the job
classification manual. This kind of training afforded the advantage
of always having employees and union representatives who fully tjnder-
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S'boocl t-he classification system*^ Neither management nor labor
would care to revert to the old system, under which there was con¬
tinual strife over wage inequities. Under the new plan, provisions
were made for transferring, after training, men, whose skill had
become obsolete, to better jobs in order to maintain the high wage
rate. This kind of attitude further enhanced the success of the
job evaluation program.
In summing up the survey, a few general observations may be
made. Internal wage equities had by l^Wi mounted up to inordinate
proportions, as had the consequent wage structure. The time was
ripe to face the issue of wage rationalization. What was achieved,
as reviewed in the foregoing paragraphs, was a way out which received
unparalleled recognition from the whole industry. Today, blessed
by the union aid the management, this same system of job description
and classification is being applied in almost all of the basic steel
plants in the nation. What makes this even more of a landmark in
the industrial history of the country is the fact that the basic
directives of the job evaluation program were first given by the War
Labor Board. The basic philosophy of the War Labor Board was: (1)
simple and concise job description; (2) placement of the jobs into
their proper relationships; (3) reduction of the job classifications;




Job Evaluation at Xerox Corporation
Change is the iMle of nature* Sooner or later everybody
likes a changej organizations or individual persons like change*
It might be due to ihe working conditions^ change in policy, tech¬
nological change, process, products or work assignment* %atever
it may be, everything that affects an organization in its program
of job evaluation is change* Keeping this fact in mind, in 1965,
Xerox Corporation of Rochester, New York, reviewed their job evalua¬
tion program in the nonexen^t salaried area*^
Before we go further in the review, part of the Xerox job
evaluation program, the author would like to point out some of the
basic old methods of job evaluation in the corporation. In the past,
the nonexempt salaried area was divided into four large occupational
groups: technical-si?)port, clerical, equipment services, and production
position in field location* There was no one single scale for job
evaluation for salary grading in the above four groups* As the cor¬
poration felt that all groups are diverse from one anoliier,different
positions in the group were ignored* For example, some positions
could not be properly rated because, although one of their most inqport-
and functions was customers contact, no scale recognized this factor.
In other cases, as positions changed, factors were added piecemeal
to existing scales without serious consideration of previous ratings,
etc* In this way, more and more problems had cropped up and both
^Jay R* Schuster,"Job Evaluation at Xerox,” Personnel (AM:
May-Jiine, 1966), p*l5»
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line supervisors and personnel people began to lose confidence in the
Job evaluation rating system* Most of the company's earlier posi¬
tion-rating had been developed and installed by a consulting firm
or by obtaining outside information, uith little participation on
the part of line supervisors and corporate staff representatives,
who had inadequate contact with those closer to the position being
rated.
A first step in setting up the new program was the delegation
of responsibilities for on-the-Job analysis and preliminary position
ratings not to corporate staff members as had been the case in the
earlier method, but to personnel representatives — who reported to
line managers in the various functional areas, such as manufacturing,
engineering, etc. Considerable attention was given to the selection
of the position-rating method. In making the choice, a large number
of positions with diversity of duties and broad geographical areas
were covered to make sure that whatever the new program, it would
suit the need of Xerox. Factor comparison and the point method of
Job evaluation plans were most seriously considered. After review¬
ing all the types of plans, finally a point method to overcome current
and future problems was selected, because of its generally accepted
technical characteristics. To make sure the scale could rate all
aspects of positions, an on-the-Job analysis of selected bench-mark
positions was made by both corporate staff members and representatives
of the functional areas*
In evaluating all available Jobs first they drew up an extensive
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list of all possible factorsy and then narrowed it to those providing
thorough coverage of all the bench-iaark positions with miniinuBi over¬
lap. Finally, after doing this, the staff members and area personnel
representatives and line supervisors agreed on ten job factors. These
factors were weighted, having been established by corporate staff and
functional area representatives, and based on line supervisors' per¬
ceptions of the relative importance of each to Xerox.
To make sure that a factor would discriminate between positions
in which it was present in different degrees, each factor was divided
into identifiable value levels. Individuals who were thoroughly
acquainted with the positions were asked to evaluate pointing and
the degrees to which the factor was present in different positions —
more simply, describe when the factor was highly in5)ortant to job
content and where it was of negligible importance. In this way,
the descriptions were matched to rater perceptions.
After coiqjletion of the rating process, salary structures were
established for each geographic location^df the con^any. Xerox uses
area differential rate structures, and the universal position-rating
scale permits maintenance of equitably rated positions throughout
the country. Now it is possible for Xerox to establish a single
measure of nonmonetary position value that can be applied to posi¬
tions historically filled by women (clerical work) and those historic¬
ally filled by men (technical support groups) to assure conformance
■((xth laws concerning discrimination based on sex. Community salary
rates are appropriately related to these values.
The efforts made by Xerox in this connection were established
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by Joint pairticlpatlon by both functional area personnel and
corporate staff representatives. The representatives are respon¬
sible for a knowledge of positions within their divisions and for
the equity of ratings within their area of responsibility. Cor¬
porate staff is responsible for maintenance of equity between divi¬
sions through the review of preliminary ratings with functional area
representatives. All these ratings of position are reviewed every
eighteen months to make sure that no change in the content is reqtdred.
The major jadvantage of the participation by the functional
area representatives was that their close association with the posi¬
tions in their area gave them a better view of the various duties
and responsibilities.
To sum up the job evaluation techniques used by Xerox, it
may be observed that a universal position rating scale was finally
developed to rate all nonexempt salaried positions throughout the
company’s operating plants. In developing methods for position
rating, the company considered a large ninriber of alternatives, in¬
cluding a diversity of positions. No a priori decision was made.
They finally selected a point system — perhaps because of its versa¬
tility.
In actual practice ten basic factors were taken into account
into their respective weights. It will be interesting to list these




Job training and experience 15
Job complexity and scope 25
Accountability for errors 10
Contact with others from inside
Xerox 5
Contact with others from outside
Xerox 10





As will be evident, the job classification was for salaried
positions, and, as such, the factors are altogether different from
what we noted in the case of U.S. Steel.
Further Observations
We have referred to two job evaluation plans in practice and
it can be seen that the use of this managerial technique is very wide¬
spread, as it must be if wage and salary administration is to conform
to equity and rationality. Of the many methods that can be used,
the choice, of course, is for the management to make. It is inter¬
esting to note here that of the many variations of the basic point
rating plans, a survey shows how th^ were used in practice (see
Table 2).
In conclusion, two final observations may be made in regard
to job evaluation in practice. Firstly, not too many factors should
enter into job evaluation plans, but the factors should be delineated
in a meaningful manner. There is a tendency on the part of many
companies to attempt to reduce the number of factors in the interest
TABLE 2
A COMPARISON OF 21 POINTS RATING PLANS SHOWING THE NUMBER
OF FACTORS USED AND THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS INTO WHICH
EACH GENERAL FACTOR IS BROKEN DOV®I








General Foods Corporation 7 1 2 10
General Electric Company 2 2 1 1 6
Revere Copper and Brass, Inc* 2 2 3 2 9
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 3 3 U - 10
American Optical Company 1 1 1 1 U
Cheney Bros.Company 1 0 1 1 3
R.G. Le Tourneau, Inc. 8 2 k 2 16
Inland Steel Company 3 2 5 3 13
Camegie-Illinois Steel Corporation li 2 U 2 12
Baldwin Locomotive h 2 3 3 12
Western Tablet and Stationery Co. h 2 3 2 11
Cessna Aircraft Company 3 2 h 2 11
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 2 2 1 2 7
Greenfield Tap and Die Corporation k 2 2 2 10
An underwear manufacturer 6 2 U 3 15
A textile mill 2 2 2 2 8
National Electrical Mfrs.Association 3 2 I; 2 11
Industrial Management Society 5 1 3 2 11
Stigers and Reed* lU 5 1 15 35
George S, May Co.+ 6 k 3 k 17
McClure, Hadden, and Ortman+
At ItTVisi TVisfcnY*tr +
7 6 6 5 2k
+ Management Consultants
SourceJ Patton and Littlefield, op.cit., p.lljO
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of sinqplicity of administration.
Secondly, the success of any job evaluation program must, in
practice, depend on the participation of those who are involved,
the management, the workers and/or salaried people. It is interesting
to quote what J« R. Schuster of Xerox had to say about the programs
Vfe find the validity of the principle of cooperative effort
in an undertaking of this kind is constantly being reinforced
as we gain more experience with the program. More and more
employees are participating in the application of the scale,
and thus a high level of acceptance is perpetuated. In
short, this is a program, evolved through cooperative plan¬





The concept of job evaluation is an important part of modem
industrial management* In the past, most of the industries were
not so large as they are today and due to this fact they had a very
small labor force and not very many varieties of jobs. Since the
number of available jobs was small the employer could keep in direct
contact with the workers and evaluate them without difficulty. As
time passed, conditions completely changed; growing industrializa¬
tion, technical advancement and working conditions in the industry,
the jobs are no longer sin5)le and their numbershave increased. It
becomes in5)ossible for employers to have direct contact with the
workers in connection with their jobs. On the other hand, the work¬
ers also become concerned about their individual positions and the
worth of their jobs, and also of their relative positions. Now they
are no longer willing to accept arbitrary wages fixed by eTi5)loyers
according to the eit^jloyers’ choice and judgment. Modem man is
actually concerned about fair standards and equity.
All of these factors pointed up the necessity for a more
systematic plan to fix wages. Job evaluation was one device that
necessarily came to be relied upon by the management and the workers
alike.
Job evaluation is a systematic device of evaluating different
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jobs and their relative monetary worth. It is thus basic to wage
determination. Job evaluation is a systematic study even though
it is not as scientific or objective or accurate as one would wish
it to be. Inqperfect as it is, job evaluation has added to manager¬
ial enlightenment — helping management to evaluate the relative con¬
tributions of the many workers and employees and the awards that they
deserve..
The development of job evaluation has also brought enlight¬
enment to the working class. When the determination of relative
wages proceeds on proper job evaluation, the working group is able
to understand the rationality of the salary and wage structure that
the management may enforce — perhaps helping acceptance of vhsit is
being done, especially if the group had had a hand in the evaluation
of jobs in the organization. Arising out of such mutual \inderstand-
ing there must emerge better labor-management relationship.
In the foregoing pages, an attempt has been made to e:5)lain
the genesis of job evaluation concept, the development of the various
methods of job evaluation, the attitudes of workers and management,
the application of job evaluation in specific business situations.
From what has been said in the study, it will be clear that much of
the misTinderstanding about job evaluation stems not so much from
lack of faith in the technique itself but from the practical diffi¬
culties experienced in actual applications and/or conclusions drawn
therefrom.
No informed person believes that job evaluation will eliminate
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con^jletely the strife and conflict caxised by basic wage demands.
However, organizations whose wage and salary structure is based upon
sound job evaluation procedures and meaningful equity, will have the
facts and methods for dealing fairly with the numerous wage grievances
which may arise. This in turn may clear up the environment of the
functioning of the private enterprise. Indeed, in the industrial
civilization of today, what plag\ie3 the union-management relation¬
ship is not so much the issue of relative wages, but the absolute
share of Gross National Product going to labor. The union is more
anxious than ever before to get an increasing share of the GNP. This
single-minded battle of the union with management has been possible
because the other problem — namely the relative wages amongst
different work groups ~ has been more or less solved by the manager¬
ial technique of job evaluation.
However, it can be said that as long as people work for other
people, the wage and salary administration will continue to pose the
problem of relative wages; and unless a better and more foolproof
managerial technique is developed, job evaluation will continue to
be applied as a means of solving it as best it can. The problem is
to establish an equitable wage structure within an organization as a
means of bringing about an increasingly more fair and equitable wage
structure and hence more effective collective bargaining. As the
technique increasingly achieves this objective in practice, it will
accordingly remove the basic element of inequity amongst the members
of the working class and would appear thus to be helping to foster
unity in the working class. As workers unite, the collective bargaining
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would appear to take on a new dimension ~ the claim to a larger
share in the nation's economic pie. Could it be then — it could
be asked in the end ~ that because of this development, the larger
part of the collective bargaining process today is decoted to this
one single objective ~ larger labor share in the corporate profits?
If the answer is in the affirmative, even in some measure, a-lT that
can be said is that this is the price of progress that the country's
industrial civilization must pay — progress in one direction must
open up problems elsewhere — solving the problem of relative share
through Job evaluation.must bring to agonizing focus the problem of
how big the labor's cut in the nation's economic pie must be. As
to the answer to this pressing national issue, it would be going too
far afield to even try to indicate it here.
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